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LANDSAT 2 ON-BOARD COMPUTER

JOHN G. LESKO, JR.
Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Md.

Summary.   Operational experience of the Landsat 1 spacecraft pointed out the need for
additional on-board command storage. Landsat 2 was launched on January 22, 1975 with a
general purpose computer programmed for command storage and spacecraft “monitor and
reaction” tasks. The computer, software, and its I/O interface to the spacecraft, called
ERTS Command Auxiliary Memory (ECAM), was designed to supplement the existing
command subsystem. The computer selected for the task was the Advanced On-Board
Processor (AOP) which has subsequently been designated the NASA Standard Spacecraft
Computer.

Introduction.   The Landsat Spacecraft Project (formerly Earth Resources Technology
Spacecraft, ERTS), was initiated in 1970 and made maximum use of previously developed
Nimbus spacecraft hardware. One limitation of the command subsystem was the
availability of only 30 stored command locations within the command subsystem
hardware. The 30 stored command locations was sufficient for the Nimbus mission
because the relativity low power instruments were designed for continuous orbital
coverage. It was soon recognized that the limited command storage would put a limitation
on the operation of the Landsat 1 mission with much higher power sensors, recorders, and
wideband communications being cycled on and off throughout the orbit, but additional
storage was not deemed a requirement until after gaining operational experience with
Landsat 1.

The first solution proposed was a redesign of the existing command subsystem. This would
have required requalification and refurbishment of existing hardware and was relatively
costly.

A simple memory with hard wired logic was the second proposed solution, with a design
that would interface with the existing hardware and require no modification to hardware.
This design was eventually implemented using an existing AOP Computer and a 4096
word X 18 bit plated wire memory.



The engineering model of the AOP was in final development testing and was to serve as
the qualification model, however, because of a speed-up in the Landsat 2 launch date, the
engineering model became the flight and was launched.

The computer is programmed for two main tasks: 1) delayed command storage for up to
512 time tagged commands. Each command word is a 9 bit number, specifies one of 512
commands with a 24 hour time tags at 1 second resolution; 2) “Monitor and Reaction
Tasks” where a defined combination of spacecraft telemetry points indicate an out-of-limit
condition can trigger commands to place a subsystem into an off or safe mode, and inhibit
further commanding of that subsystem.
The system, consisting of the AOP processor, I/O, memory, software and interface to the
spacecraft, is called ECAM for ERTS Command Auxiliary Memory.

Landsat 2 Command Subsystem.   The Landsat 2 Command Subsystem block diagram is
shown in Figure 1. Four receivers are connected so that one S-Band and one VHF receiver
are powered and connected to a Command and Integration Unit (CIU) at all times. The
CIU operates on the S-Band command data to do a preliminary decode and converts the
signal to be compatible with the VHF receiver output. In the A Channel, the signal is sent
directly to the message decoder. In the B side, the command signal is routed through the
ECAM. The received signal is present at the input to an AND-OR gate where ECAM
supplies select control. Either the receiver signal or the ECAM output is sent to the
message decorder. No uplink message decode takes place in ECAM.

There are four types of messages that may be sent to the spacecraft. Realtime commands
contain the spacecraft address, a 5 bit key, control bits, 9 bit command number and parity
in addition to the compliment of the message. The command is executed upon receipt if the
message passes all tests.

The second message type is called a serial data command, and is used to uplink 36 bit
words to either the ECAM or the narrow band telemetry subsystem. This serial data
command may be used to load stored commands, control the operation of the computer, or
to change any or all words of the memory.

The third type is a stored command word to load the 30 command locations within the
command decorder.

The fourth type is a message to reset the time code within the spacecraft clock.

The first type is the only message tested for accuracy. The last three types are executed
without tests and are verified on the ground via telemetry.



Normally, all command messages pass through the ECAM front end without interference.
Any uplink message is destroyed however, if the message is being received at the time a
command is to be issued from ECAM.

All commands issued from ECAM are in a realtime message format, and enter the message
decoder just as a command received via the uplink.

ECAM Functional Block Diagram.   Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the
ECAM showing the major signal interfaces with the receiver/CIU, the Message Decoder,
and narrow band telemetry subsystem.

ECAM Data to the message decorder may be disabled completely by the relay contacts
shown. The AND/OR gate is used to provide an ECAM output when required.

All messages to the ECAM are via the serial data input from the 36 bit serial data uplink
command. A hardware decode and control function is used to initially load the operating
program into memory. Executive requests are control inputs to the operating system
software.

The verification output to the telemetry subsystem may contain either a complete memory
dump format, or a dump of the command and time tag buffer in memory, along with
ECAM time and status.

The telemetry data input is used to extract the words of interest from the narrow band
telemetry output serial bit stream for limit checking. Any combination of functions may be
programmed to trigger the reaction command.

System Block Diagram.   Figures 3 and 4 are block diagrams of the I/O and processor
respectively. The five data input and output signals are buffered using the Direct Memory
Access capability and parallel/serial converter registers. Clocking signals for the I/O
generate requests to the cycle steal logic. A “Block Length Equals 0” (BL= 0) signal is
generated when a channel requires computer servicing. This signal and the request are
used to generate the appropriate interrupt.

New program loads, system controls, and stored command data enter via the Decoded
Serial Data input. A 26 bit register is used for hardware control and initial program load.
This register contains an 18 bit field and an 8 bit sync and operations code field. All
functions necessary for a “cold start” of the computer are available from this hardware
decode logic. Once the program is loaded and running, the data is input under software
control in a 36 bit format.



* The above description of the processor is excerpted from GSFC X-Document, X-715-71-451,
“The Advanced On-Board Processor AOP.”

The power supply has a power clear output signal which is used to bring up and shut down
the computer in orderly fashion when applying power, removing power, or as a result of
power transients.

“The Processor Module employs a fully parallel adder and parallel data transfers between
registers and at the Processor/Memory interface. Data words and instructions are 18 bits in
length with negative numbers being represented in two’s complement form. Addressable
hardware registers include an 18 bit index register, an 18 bit accumulator, an 18 bit
extension of the accumulator, a 4 bit memory page register. In addition an 18 bit storage
limit register which specifies read-only sections of memory and a 16 bit interrupt lockout
register are conditionally addressable by means of privileged instructions. Unaddressable
registers include a 16 bit memory address register, an 18 bit memory operand register, a 16
bit instruction counter, a 10 bit instruction register, and two 16 bit registers used for
storing interrupt and cycle steal operation requests. Three 1 bit registers, decision, carry,
and overflow, are used for test and arithmetic control.

There are 55 instructions, 31 of which require an operand fetch. The other 24 instructions
have a minor operation code in the address field of the instruction word. With 12 bits of
address available, 4096 memory words are directly addressable. Memory size as large as
65, 536 words requires a 4 bit page register which can be loaded and stored under program
control and which is appended as the four high-order bits to the 12 bit address MU to form
a full 16 bit address. If the index bit (13) is set to a “1,” the low order 16 bits of the
subscript register are added to the address to form an effective address. All transfers are
indirect such that pointers which are subject to change may be stored in data portions of
memory. This obviates the need for write cycles in the protected program portions of
memory.”*

Software.   The software system is interrupt driven from an interruptable halt state. This is
primarily to take advantage of the power strobed plated wire memory. Standby power is
0.1 watt, maximum operating memory power is 4 watts. Each interrupt level sets an
interrupt priority as it is serviced. A general flow chart of the software is shown in
Figure 5. Two clock interrupts, 6 and 11 provide the basic system timing. Interrupt 6 is a
one hertz signal which updates the ECAM time counter, initiates the table search if in
Execute, and tests the mode switches for any change.

Interrupt 11 is the once per 16 second pulse which is used to synchronize the ECAM to the
telemetry subsystem. Interrupt 11 also sets a flag for background processing of the fixed
memory area checksum. Every 16 seconds, all fixed locations are exclusive ORed with a 



running checksum. If the results of the computed checksum do not agree with a stored
checksum word, the computer is shut down.

Interrupts 1, 2, 4, 9, and 13 are service requests from the 5 I/O cycle steal operating of the
Direct Memory Access channels. Interrupt 1 is used to load 18 bit words into a specific
number of memory locations starting at an address specified as the first word in the
message, under software control. This channel is generally used to load the memory with
the program, using a bootstrap. Interrupt 10 is used to set up for this input.

Interrupt 2 is the normal control and stored command data input. Interrupt 8 is used to
resynchronize the input hardware at the start of each transmission. Control messages
include: reset stored command locations to zero from X to Y, set the ECAM time, reset
status bits, set the verification address, reset or enable monitor and reaction functions, etc.
Each control message has an EXCLUSIVE-OR field which is tested before any message
received is executed. Commands are stored without benefit of the EXCLUSIVE-OR test.

Interrupt 4 services the telemetry bit stream input. An interrupt is generated for each 10 bit
word received.

Interrupt 9 is the Command output. For each command the ECAM generates the INHIBIT
signal to the AND-OR gate, switching the message decoder input from the receiver to
input, then sends the realtime command sequence to execute the command.

Interrupt 13 is used to output a message of 16, 10 bit words to the housekeeping telemetry
subsystem. This output is used to telemeter status, program, time, and stored command
verification to the Operations Control Center.

Interrupt 7 is generated by a spacecraft pulse command to reset the ECAM time to zero.

Interrupt 15 and 16 are internally generated interrupts. Fifteen is a storage protect violation
interrupt that is generated if the program attempts to write into a protected memory
location.

Interrupt 16 is used to log mode changes, reaction commands triggered, and error
conditions.

The software for the ECAM was assembled using the “Advanced On-Board Processor
Assembly Language” which was developed for the AOP. The ECAM software occupies
approximately three-fourths of the 4096 word memory. This includes all storage and
buffers.



Command Storage.   Command storage in the ECAM requires two 18 bit memory words
per command. The first word contains a 17 bit time tag and a parity bit. Seventeen bits
provides one second resolution at a maximum time of 24 hours. The second word contains
the 9 bit command number and a parity bit. A buffer of 512 commands was selected and
divided into two sections, A and B, of 256 each. The A and B sections allow loading and
verifying one section while guaranteeing the other section won’t be disturbed.

Two latching relays are used to control the loading and execution of the two sides. One
relay, LOAD/EXECUTE, allows loading or execution, but not both. The other relay RUN
A-LOAD B/RUN B-LOAD A determines which section may be loaded or executed.

Commands may be stored randomly. Only one command may be stored for each second
per side. A telemetry flag is set if a command is stored in the same side with an identical
time tag. When in the execute mode, a search is initiated once per second, through the
selected side for a time match with the ECAM 17 bit clock. If a match is found, and both
time and command parity check, the command is encoded into the realtime format and
output.

The uplink command load format contains three fields within the 36 bit word. A 17 bit
time tag, a 9 bit command number, and an 8 bit location vector specifies which of the 256
locations of A or B the word should occupy.

Spacecraft Monitor.   The ECAM receives the telemetry bit stream from the Narrow
Band Telemetry Subsystem. This bit stream contains all the housekeeping telemetry from
the spacecraft. The telemetry frame consists of 1600 ten bit words arranged in a 80 row by
20 column matrix which repeats once per 16 seconds. The serial bit stream at 1 kilo bit per
second is collected, synchronized by a once per 16 second pulse from the spacecraft,
grouped into 10 bit words and used by the ECAM as data to the limit checking program.

Three specific functions have been implemented to date. The first monitors the payload
bus voltage and current. If these are out of limits, commands are issued to turn the
payloads off and to restrict the sending of any stored commands that would turn on the
payloads. The second and third functions monitor each of the Wide Band Video Tape
Recorders for high temperature or high head wheel motor current, and turn off the tape
recorders under out-of-limit conditions. Again, further commands that would reenable the
tape recorders are restricted. Each of the functions may be individually enabled or
disabled, and may be placed in a monitor and log or monitor, log, and react state. All three
functions may only be triggered once, until reset by ground command. The telemetry frame
must be in sync with ECAM and the out-of-limit condition exist for four consecutive
frames for the function to trigger.



If a function is out-of-limits and commands are to be issued, an output to the spacecraft
occurs just as the ECAM stored commands would, in the realtime format. Commands are
issued once per second, so that if a string of stored commands are being issued, the
reactionary commands are buffered until the next available second.

Conclusion.   The computer aboard Landsat 2 has been operational since launch,
providing storage for about 250 commands a day. This has improved the efficiency of
collecting data by allowing command storage for as many ON/OFF command cycles as
required. This is important because each of the wideband video tape recorders aboard the
spacecraft can provide storage for only fifteen minutes out of the one hundred minute orbit.
The flight hardware is shown in Figure 6.

Under the present operating philosophy, commands that can be transmitted in realtime
over ground stations are not stored. These commands could, however, be stored to reduce
the need for normal command capability to transmissions once or twice a day.

Command storage consists of individual commands in the present design, although most
commands are repetitive sequences. In the future, sequences could be stored with delta
times, addressed by time tagged stored commands.

Fig. 1 - LANDSAT 2 Command Subsystem Block Diagram.
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Fig. 2 - ECAM Functional Diagram.

Fig. 3 - I/O Block Diagram.
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Fig. 4 - Processor Block Diagram.
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Figure 5. General Flowchart

Figure 6.  ECAM Hardware
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